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Bailey sold its first forklift in 1949. Since then, Baily has been a family-owned and operated

business dedicated to selling, leasing, renting, servicing, and providing parts for forklift trucks

throughout the southeast.The CAD Specialist is responsible for producing accurate and timely

CAD drawings for facility and equipment layout proposals. This position will collaborate with

sales and service staff to produce warehouse and intralogistics design documents for

presentation to customers.Responsibilities:Produce computer aided design (CAD) drawings for

facility and equipment layout proposals.Collaborate with sales staff in the design of

projects involving warehouse products.Assist in determining and verifying building

measurements and other related information required for proper design.Create alternative

designs to enhance space utilization, increase product flow, improve efficiency, and reduce

cost.Collaborate with sales staff and customers regarding required changes to existing

drawings.Meet with sales staff and customers at customer locations. Visit sites before, during

and after equipment installation to respond to installation questions and to ensure proper

installation.Work closely with Warehouse Solutions team regarding the scheduling and progress

of material delivery.Assist in the coordination of equipment required for installation and

perform coordination functions as necessary.Handle other duties and special projects as

assigned.What we offer:Competitive payComprehensive benefitsMultiple health plans

including one plan with 100% employer paid premiumsGenerous 401K matching100%

Employer paid short and long term disabilityIndustry-leading time off plan with new employees

earning 3 weeks of PTO per year and eligible for up to 5 additional sick daysA family owned and

operated business that prioritizes the needs of our employees and customersThe ability to
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grow your career with us through substantial training opportunities for all team members.

Training includes both OEM training with our manufacturers and proprietary training

developed internally through Bailey UniversityRequirements:The individual in this position

should be personable, a problem solver, reliable, ethical, intelligent, highly motivated, and

able to adapt to the forces around them—customers, suppliers, department employees, and

co-workers.Education/Training/Experience:Associate Degree in CAD or Engineering

Degree1-3 years experience with technical drawing in a business environmentFacilities

design experience, creating full buildings and spatial dimensioningStrong problem-solving

abilities and attention to detail to ensure accuracy in designsSimulation creation and analysis

(preferred)Experience with warehouse/intralogistics design (preferred)Experience with

Revit or Navisworks (preferred)Skills and abilities: Strong communication skillsProficient

computer skills, including Word, Excel, Outlook, etc.Willingness to adapt, learn, and take

directionAbility to maintain a positive presence in the workplaceGood, safe work habits
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